Panevino Restaurant, Afon Gwy, 28 Bridge Street, Chepstow, NP16 5EZ

RED WINE
175ml		

250ml		

Bottle

HOUSE WINE
Please ask wait staff

£3.75		

£4.95		

£14.95

MERLOT 12%
Bright, lively ruby red 100% Merlot. The bouquet is vinous fresh & appealing with rich, fruity notes. Dry and
well-balanced for the palate.

£3.95		

£5.50		

£15.95

MONTEPULCIANO 12%
Broad bouquet with well-defined scents of bitter almonds against a faint background of wild berries. Smooth
flavour, medium bodied with notable personality.

£3.95		

£5.50		

£15.95

BARDOLINO 12%
Ruby cherry red wine, with a dry well balanced taste and lightly bitter after taste, its bouquet is typical and
delicate.

				
				£17.95

CABERNET SAUVIGNON (13%)
A brilliant, warm ruby-red colour, broad bouquet, slightly vinous, with a typical herbaceous note; harmonious
& full bodied flavour.

				£17.95

PRIMITIVO (13%)
A bright, lively ruby-red colour. The generous bouquet displays abundant ripe, fruity tones. A well-structured
dry wine with complex brambly flavour.

				£19.95

VALPOLICELLA (13%)
Brilliant, rich ruby-red colour, gentle bouquet with characteristic hints of raspberries and willow dark; dry
flavour, with delicate, soft but well-structured fruit, and an elegant, harmonious balance.

				£24.95

CHIANTI (12.5%)
The bouquet is broad and persistent with evident notes of violets and plum. The taste is harmoniously
dry, with a pleasant fullness and an outstanding balance of body and structure. It has great power and an
elegant texture.

				£23.95

MALBEC (12.5%)
A bright crimson red whose plum and raspberry aromas mingle elegantly with vanilla notes. Well balanced,
with sweet tannins and velvety finish.

				£21.95

BAROLO (13.5%)
A well-structured classic Barolo with a characteristic bouquet ethereal intense. It is complex and full-bodied
with a long finish.

				£39.95

WHITE WINE

175ml		

250ml		

Bottle

HOUSE WINE

£3.95		

£4.95		

£14.95

PINOT GRIGIO (12%)
Delicately fruity bouquet, with marked hints of almond blossoms and fruity scents. Dry yet mellow flavour,
fresh and full with a long delicate finish.

£3.95		

£5.50		

£15.95

CHARDONNAY (12%)
Pale straw yellow in colour with greenish reflections. It has a nice bouquet with scents of exotic fruit. On the
palate is well balanced, dry with clean finish.

£3.95		

£5.50		

£15.95

SOAVE (12%)
A wine of great elegance, offering aromas of good intensity, superbly balanced and persistent. The
aftertaste is delicate.

				£16.95

SAUVIGNON BLANC ( 12%)
Classy dry, sophisticated straw yellow colour, with strong hint of white flowers followed by a fruity flavour.
FRASCATI SUPERIORE (12.5%)
One of the best known Italian wines.
Produced with Malvasia and Trebbiano, it’s a crisp and pleasant wine with a satisfying texture.
GAVI di GAVI (12.5%)
Obtained from the limited and rigorous selection of grapes, this golden yellow coloured cru with fruity and
almond flavours is unique. The King of Italian wines.
PIERRE BRÉVIN SANCERRE (12.5%)
Dry and elegant with a delicate blend of citrus fruit flavours. Bronze winner at 2017 IWC
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				£19.95
				£21.95
				
				£38.00
				
				£32.95
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ROSE

175ml		

250ml		

PINOT GRIGIO BLUSH (12%)
Delicately dry, with an excellent balance, the flavour displays structure and good freshness. The finish is
caressing with a clean and persistent fruity aftertaste.

£3.95		

£5.50		

£15.95

ZINFANDEL (8.5%)
The wine highlights flavours of scrumptious cherry and watermelon with hints of raspberry. This wine is from
California, America.

£3.95		

£5.50		

£15.95

MATEUS (11%)
Fresh, fruity and versatile flavours.

Bottle

				
				£15.95

QUINSON CÔTES DE PROVENCE (12.5%)
Commended winner at 2017 IWC. Beautifully full combined with distinct liveliness, exalting fine spicy
aromas

			

SPRITZER with Soda or Lemonade

£5.95

APEROL SPRITZ

£6.80

				£20.95

C H A M PA G N E / S PA R K L I N G W I N E
Bottle

		125ml		
PROSECCO (12%)
Elegant and refreshing with soft bubbles and fruity flavours, this Italian sparkling wine is hard to beat.

		£4.20		£19.90

MOËT & CHANDON IMPERIAL BRUT CHAMPAGNE (12%)
A classic, light, graceful champagne, with a floral bouquet and satisfying finish.

				£48.00

BOLLINGER LA GRANDE ANNÉE CHAMPAGNE BRUT (12%)
Powerful yet soft bubbles; remarkable structure and length. Its aromas are a testimony to the barrels it aged
in: toast, brandied fruit with notes of exotic spices and rhubarb.

				£65.00

LAURENT-PERRIER CHAMPAGNE CUVÉE ROSE BRUT (12%)
Rose champagne memorable for its freshness and unique aromas of fresh-picked red berries.

				

DOM PÉRIGNON BLANC CHAMPAGNE 2006 (12.5%)
Luminous, ample and tactile, Dom Pérignon is created from the best grapes grown in one single year and is
vintage only. Enhances any celebration or special occasion.
KRUG GRANDE CUVÉE CHAMPAGNE (12%)
The ultimate in champagne with exceptional finesse and maturity with hints of hazelnut and toast with a final
flourish of freshness.

SPIRITS
25ml £3.20

SOFT DRINKS

50ml £5.20

VODKA 37.5%

CAPTAIN MORGAN 40%
COURVOISIER 40%
MALIBU 18%
GIN 37%

JACK DANIELS 40%
GRAPPA 40%

BAILEYS 17%

SAMBUCA 38%

SOUTHERN COMFORT 40%
TIA MARIA 20%
CAMPARI 25%

TEQUILA SILVER 38%
BELLS 40%

ARCHERS 18%
PORT 19.5%

TEQUILA GOLD 38%

VECCHIA ROMAGNA 38%
AMARETTO 22%

LIMONCELLO 28%
BACARDI 37.5%

JAGERMEISTER 35%
DISARONNO 28%

ADD MIXER FOR 80p
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Soda Water £2.20
Tonic Water / Slim Line Tonic Water £2.20
Coke / Diet Coke £2.25

				£68.00
			
			

£180.00

			

£210.00

BOTTLED BEER
					

330ml

Birra Moretti (4.6%) 			

£3.95

Corona (4.5%) 			
		
Becks Blue alcohol-free lager

£3.80
£3.40

Bitter Lemon £2.20

BEER/CIDER
O N TA P

Fruit Juices:

						pint

Lemonade £2.25

Orange / Apple / Cranberry / Pineapple £2.35
J2O £2.70
Appletize £2.70
Red Bull £2.70
Acqua Panna Natural Mineral still water (250ml) £2.50
Acqua Panna Natural Mineral still water (750ml) £4.50
San Pellegrino sparkling water (250ml) £2.50
San Pellegrino sparking water (750ml) £4.50

Peroni Nastro Azzurro (5.2%)

£4.90

Thatcher ’s Gold Cider (4.8%)

£4.40

Kozel (4%) 				

£4.60

CAFFE
Espresso £1.95

Double Espresso £2.50

Espresso Macchiato £2.20
Cappuccino £2.50
Café Latte £2.50

Americano £1.95

(extra shot £0.60)
Selecton of Teas £1.95
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